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mme 
Part 5: Comfort and Satisfaction 

By Steve Kavanaugh, Ph.D., Fellow ASH RAE and Josh Kavanaugh, Student Member ASH RAE 

ThiS article is the fifth in a series summarizing a data collection and 

analysis project to identify common characteristics of successful 

ground source heat pump (GSHP) systems.' This article presents results 

from occupant satisfaction surveys. 

GSHP building occupants were provid
ed forms shown in Figure 1 that allowed 
them to rate their levcl of satisfaction. 
Five check boxes from "Very Dissatis
fied" (= I) to "Very Satisfied" (= 5) arc 
selected, and results were llsed to achieve 
a numerical rating for seven areas of 
satisfaction. The wording for the check 
boxes attempts to be consistent with the 
terminology of ASH RAE Standards 55
2010 ( 80% occupant acceptability ... 
based on dissatisfaction criteria ... ) and 
62.1-2010 (... 80% or more of people ex
posed do not express dissatisfaction.). A 
figure of merit of 2.8 is used to approxi
mate 80'% occupant acceptability, and 
20% dissatisfaction (since "acceptable" 
responses arc assigned a value of 3.0). 
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As shown in the figurc, the satisfaction 
topics included room cooling comfort, 
heating temperature, indoor air quality 
(lAQ), lighting, acoustics, maintenance 
responsivcness. and ability to control 
temperature. Responses from 24 of the 
sites that had more than five responses 
and ENERGY STAR rating information 
were considered. The average number 
of respondents per site was 19, and they 
provided many insightful comments that 
mentioned spccific reasons for dissatis
faction. A numbcr of positive comments 
were also given. Sidebars to this article 
list comments from three buildings that 
received the highest overall satisfaction 
ratings and three buildings that received 
thc lowest ratings. 
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Average occupant ratings in all arcas 
except the ability to control were between 
acceptablc and satisfied. Satisfaction lev
el improved with increasing ENERGY 
STAR rating except in the areas of acous
tics and lighting. There was a trend toward 
lower satisfaction, in some cases a marked 
decline, in all areas with newer GSHP sys
tems. There was a higher level of satisfac
tion with occupant adjustable thermostats 
compared to GSHPs controlled by energy 
management systems that werc often per
ceived to be non-occupant adjustable. 

Occupant Satisfaction Results 
Figure 2 plots occupant satisfaction 

level by comparing summer and win
ter indoor air comfort conditions to 
the ENERGY STAR rating. There is a 
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slight upward trcnd with highcr ENER
Building Location Your Name (optional) _GY STAR ratings, but the average rat

ings arc only slightly above acceptable. Rl Select box that reflects your level of satisfac If "Dissatisfied" or "Very Dissatisfied," was the 
tion with the cooling season indoor tempera ievel lighting D Too Low or 0 Too HighThcrc is much Icss scatter for sites with Comments: _ture and humidity: 

lower ratings and a sizeable amount of D Very Dissatisfied 0 Dissatisfied o Select box that reflects level of satisfaction n Acceptable Ci Satisfied D Very Satisfiedvariation of satisfaction for sites with with the acoustics (Heal/Cool equipment noise): Comments: _
ENERGY STAR ratings above 80. D Very Dissatisfied D Dissatisfied 

Rl Select box that reflects your level of satisfac o Acceptable 0 Satisfied D Very SatisfiedFour sites with high ENERGY STAR Comments: _tion with the heating season indoor temperature: 
ratings had satisfaction levels below 2.8 Very Dissatisfied 0 Dissatisfied ,;11 Select box that reflects level of satisfaction 

J Acceptable D Satisfied D Very Satisfiedfor both heating and cooling comfort. with the reporting and responsiveness to
Comments: _ 

building maintenance problems:Three of these four sites had ventilation 
1.I Very Dissatisfied ! I Dissatisfied I?l Select box that refiects level of satisfaction with air equipment capacitics of 76, 66, and o Acceptable 0 Satisfied 0 Very Satisfiedthe air quality (odors. stuffiness, air freshness): 41 cfm/person (36, 31, and 19 LIs per Comments: _o Very Dissatisfied 0 Dissatisfied 

person) and all were controlled by en [j Acceptable [ I Satisfied n Very Satisfied Gd Select box that reflects your ability to adjust 
ergy management systems (EMSs). The Comments: _ the thermostat settings in your space: 

o Very Dissatisfied L Dissatisfiedfourth low rated site used a dual capac Rl Select the box that reflects your level of satis o Acceptable 0 Satisfied 0 Very Satisfied 
ity heat pump with a damper system to faction with the lighting level: Comments: _ o Very Dissatisfied 0 Dissatisfied 
serve two classrooms. The site also was o Acceptable D Satisfied 0 Very Satisfied Other Comments: _ 

served by an EMS. 
Another low satisfaction . ite, con Figure 1: Building occupant comfort and satisfaction survey. 

trolled by an EMS, bad a low cooling
 
mode rating, but occupants commcnted the room tempera

tures were too cold rather than too warm. A low satisfaction
 
site controlled by thcrmostats had a low heating mode com

fort rating. Occupant comments indicated that the lights were
 
turncd off so students could sce classroom "smart boards,"
 
which disabled thc heat pumps.
 

Figure 3 is a plot of the occupant satisfaction level with IAQ, 
lighting, and acoustics relative to ENERGY STAR rating. The 
average satisfaction ratings for IAQ are only slightly above 
acceptable, but the trend line shows a slight improvement with 
a higher ENERGY STAR rating. Four sites received a rating 
less than 2.8 and all were controlled by an EMS. The EMS at 
the one site that also had a low ENERGY STAR rating was 
programmed to disable the ventilation air system when the 
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olltdoor temperature was above 85°F (29°C) or below 40°F 
(4°C). This was related to a GSHP performance deficiency 
because the ground loop was installed at I 13 ft/ton (10 m/ 
kW). The sites with ventilation air equipment capacities of76, 
66, 56, 53, and 41 cfm/person (36, 31, 2CJ, 25 and 19 LIs per 
person) had lAQ satisfaction levels of3.3, 3.3, 3.5, 2.6 and 2,7 
for an average of 3.1. This is slightly lower than the average 
IAQ satisfaction level for the other sites that had mLlch lower 
ventilation air equipment capacities. 

The average satisfaction rating for lighting was near 4,0 
(satisfied) with a slight downward trend with higher ENERGY 
STAR rating. This trend is likely a result of lower Standard 
90.1-20 I0 mandated lighting power densities for newer instal
lations. Only two sites received ratings below 3.0. 80th were 
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'Figure 2: Occupant room comfort satisfaction vs. ENERGY Figure 3: Occupant lAO, lighting, and acoustic satisfaction vs. 

STAR rating. ENERGY STAR rating. 
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Figure 4: Maintenance response and controllability satisfaction Figure 5: Occupant room comfort satisfaction vs. ground source 

vs. ENERGY 5TAR rating. heat pump installation date. 
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Figure 6: Occupant lAO, lighting and acoustic satisfaction vs. 

ground source heat pump installation date. 

equipped with "smart boards" that were difficult to view with 
the lights (and heat pumps) off. 

The avcrage satisfaction rating for acoustics was near 3,5 
(acceptable/satisfied) with a downward trend with higher EN
ERGY STAR rating. The downward trend for acoustics is in
fluenced by five sites rated below 3.0. The heat pumps at two 
of these sites are console units in offices and hallways and in
space classroom units. The other three sites have a combina
tion of console units in offices and hallways and heat pumps in 
closets adjacent to classrooms. Although several sites received 
acceptable acoustic ratings when equipment was in the space, 
it is likely the results at the lower rated sites were influenced 
by thc nearby presence of the compressors and fans. 

Figure 4 demonstrates the occupant satisfaction with main
tenance response and controllability. The average satisfaction 
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Figure 7: Maintenance response and controllability satisfaction 

vs. ground source heat pump installation date. 

levels for maintenance were just below 4.0 (satisfied) with an 
upward trend with higher ENERGY STAR ratings. The two 
highest rated sites have ENERGY STAR ratings of 56 and 54. 
Only 29% of the floor of one site was conditioned by GSHPs, 
and the surveys were given only to occupants in this area. The 
inadequate performance of the ventilation air heat recovery de
vice for the locker room resulted in high energy use at the second 
site. The device was ineffective, and ventilation air was heatcd 
with thc auxiliary electric furnace. The site also had ventilation 
air equipment capable of delivering 34 cfrn/person (16 Lis per 
person), which also could contribute to higher energy consump
tion. Of the sites with maintenance response ratings above 4.0, 
five had thermostat control, and two had EMS control. 

The average satisfaction level for controllability was 3.0 
(acceptable) with an upward trend with higher ENERGY 
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Comments on High Satisfaction Buildings
 
labama 

Overall Satisfaction = 4.1 
ENERGY STAR = 56 (29% of school served by GSHP) 
Common Loop. Classroom Units in Space, Thermostat Control 

It is humid. 

It is either freezing or burning. No happy medium. 

Maintenance could not be better. 

Equipment noise makes it is hard to hear my students when 
they answer questions.
 

Air quality is good when unit is running but is poor when it is
 
not running.
 

thin Illinois 
Overall Satisfaction = 4.0 
ENERGY STAR = 96 
One-Pipe Loop, Classroom Units in Space, Thermostat Control 

I love that I have the control to turn the settings up or down This 
makes it nice if I need to turn it off because of noise when we are 
doing something important 

Machine IS very noisy and is either blowing hot air or very cold 
air. It is constantly running. I wish it would reach the setpoint and 
stop. Sometimes I turn the lights off to stop it. 

The ability to change the temp in my classroom makes a huge 
difference. I'm satisfied with the acoustics of the system while it is 
running. but when it turns off it's very disruptive. 

It is wonderful I Ligllt switches connected to tile heat pump, which 
can make the room too hot or too cold upon entrance. This is 
usually resolved within 10 to 15 minutes after turning on the lights. 

STAR ratings and a high dcgrec of scatter. Thc three sites that 

achieved a satisfaction level of 4.0 (satisfied) or above were 

controlled by thermostats. Two had thermostats mounted on 

classroom units a.nd the third sitc had them on the heat pump 

closet wall. Eight sites had ratings below 2.8, and all were 

controlled by an EMS. Four of thcse sites attained ENERGY 

STAR designation with an average rating of90. Four sites did 

not achieve ENERGY STAR and had an average rating of 30. 

Figures 5. 6 and 7 (Page 34) arc plots of satisfaction rat

ings with respect to the year of the GSHP installation and re

sults indicate a trend toward lower satisfaction for all seven 

areas with newer installations. The most marked decline is 

with the heating mode temperature. The slope of this decline 

is influenced significantly by ratings for the five sites with 

large capacity ventilation air equipment and two sites where 

heat pumps were disabled when students were viewing "smart 

boards" with the lights off. The rate of decline for cooling 

mode comfort was modest. 

Figure 6 indicates the rate of decline for IAQ also was mod

est. The larger decline for acoustics is somewhat influenced 

by the low average satisfaction ratings (2.8) for the seven sites 

with many console and classroom heat pumps. Six of these 

systems were installed between 2005 and 2008. Although it 

may not bc entirely true, the most obvious explanation for the 

decline in lighting satisfaction is the much lower Standard 

90.1-20 I 0 lighting power dcnsity allowances. 
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When using video without lights, it can get either too cold or hot.
 

Very nOIsy
 

The system is great. I love being able to control the temperature.
 
When it turns on it is very loud. so I try to control the temperature. 
so I know when it turns on and off. 

It is very humid in my classroom in August and September. 

Humidity has been the biggest negative in my classroom in the 
summer. 

e I P nt II lorida 
Overall Satisfaction Rating = 3.9 
ENERGY STAR = 88 
Central Loop, Units in Closets Adjacent to Living Rooms, Thermo
stat Control 

Air quality is good. Too noisy'
 

Cigarette odor and doggie odor are noticeable on the fourth floor.
 

Air conditioner is too loud.
 

Halls are too cold at 72°F.
 

The air conditioning ducts may need cleaning (dust and allergens).
 

First floor hall is very cooL
 

Too much heat comes through glass East side is hard to cool from 
noon-4pm. 

Ceiling fans constantly must be on to move air. 

Very noisy: have to adjust TV and music when HVAC system turns 
on or off 

Too much pet odor in the first floor hallways. 

As seen in Figure 7 controllability satisfaction was low, but 

it remained constant with date ofGSHP installation. There is no 

clear explanation for maintenance satisfaction decline. This will 

be discussed more directly in the next article of this serics that 

providcs insights from the maintenance personnel perspective. 

Summary and Conclusions 
It is recognized that the design of the survey, the nature of 

the results, and the methods of interpretation are not well 

established procedures. Standard 55-2010 does suggests a 

more detailed survey of occupants, and while Standard 62.1

20 I 0 defines acceptable as, " ... a substantial majority (80% or 

more) of the people exposed do not express dissatisfaction", 

no survey mcthod is suggested. It is also recognized the data 

set is limited and continued data collection is warranted to 

improve the universality of the conclusions. In the interim, the 

following summary and conclusions are provided. 

• The average rating with cooling comfort, room tempera

ture in heating, and lAQ were above acceptable with a modest 

improvement with increasing ENERGY STAR rating. 

• The average satisfaction rating with lighting approached 

satisfied whilc the rating with acoustics was between accept

able and satisfied. Both had a modest decline with increasing 

ENERGY STAR rating. 

• The average satisfaction rating with controllability was 

less than acceptable for systems with low ENERGY STAR 
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Comments on Low Satisfaction Buildings
 
o Ice n e esse 
Overall Satisfaction Rating = 2.9 
ENERGY STAR = 11 
Central Loop, Units in First Floor Equipment Room, Energy Man
agement System Control 

Always very cold in cooling season
 

Usually okay in the winter.
 

Maintenance always tries. just can't ever seem to get tempera

ture regulated
 

We wish we had more freedom to adjust the thermostats
 
ourselves
 

Thermostats don't reflect true settings.
 

Reported cold temperatures attempts have been made, but
 
cannot get system regulated.
 

No middle ground, temperature is either 68'F or 78°F
 

Unit is loud and chirps or clicks.
 

Personnel are open to complaints but seem to have their
 
hands tied about fixing it.
 

The thermostat is useless It does not adjust the temperature at aiL
 

EI ·m n r Sc 001 in Kentuck 
Overall Satisfaction = 2.7 
ENERGY STAR = 97 
Central Common Loop, Single Unit in Closets Serving Two Class
rooms, Energy Management System Control 

Have been without heat many weeks. 

Thermostat doesn't always work 

if you adjust the thermostat setting, temperature in the next 
room changes drastically 

Dilferent temperatures throughout the library. 

At times not warm enough. 

In my three different classrooms, temperatures exceeded 86"F 
on a regular basis. 

My classroom stayed between 61" and 64' for most of the 
winter season. 

When it is too hot in the rooms, air is really stUffy. 

We routinely have to bring fans from home to keep kids from 
overheating. 

At times, when the heat or air tries to come on, it makes a very 
loud squealing noise 

We can try to adjust thermostat, but it doesn't work. 

Easy to send maintenance an e-mail but little changes Repair 
only lasts for a week or two. 

Elem nta chool ntucky 
Overall Satisfaction Rating = 2.6 
ENERGY STAR = 81 
Central Loop, Units in Equipment Rooms and Classrooms, En
ergy Management System Control 

Too cold in the building.
 

My room feels very stuffy at times.
 

Always feels damp in my room. Room is often stuffy. which is
 
bad for the Instruments.
 

Either hot or cold: no in between.
 

Constant noise that must be spoken above.
 

Very humid and loud.
 

The units are very loud and disruptive to students.
 

Terrible it is either freezing or so hot you cannot breathe
 

Hot one minute. cold the next.
 

Temperature fluctuates Warm air blown, then suddenly cold.
 

Too noisy when trying to teach if the unit is on.
 

rating but improved to above acceptable with higher ENER

GY STAR rating. 

• The average rating with maintenance responsiveness was 

above acceptable and improved to satisfied with higher EN

ERGY STAR ratings. 

• Four sites with ENERGY STAR designation had indoor 

comfort and temperature satisfaction levels below 2.8, which 

indicates the possibility of being Ollt of compliance with Stan

dard 55-20 I O. 
• A strong correlation exists between low satisfaction with 

indoor temperature in heating and higher than average ventila

tion air equipment capacity. 

• FOllr sites with ENERGY STAR designation had IAQ sat

isfaction levels below 2.8, which indicate the possibility of 

being out of compliance with Standard 62.1-20 I O. 
• Sites with ventilation equipment capacity greater than 40 

efm/person (19 LIs per person) had below average IAQ satis

faction ratings. 

• The sites with the highest level of satisfaction were con

trolled by thermostats which the occupants could adjust. 
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• The sites with the lowest level of satisfaction were con

trolled by energy management systems which the occupants 

could not adjust. 

• Satisfaction declined in all areas with newer GSHP sys

tems. For some areas, the decline was significant. 

• Comments received with the surveys arc insightful but 

difficult to quantify. Two sidebars are providcd for examplcs 

of results from buildings with high and low satisfaction rat

ings. 
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Dinse (TVA), and Chris Gray (SoCo). 
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